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FOREWORD FROM THE MANAGING DIRECTOR OF OLYMPIAPARK MÜNCHEN
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DEAR READERS,
Over the past 50 years, Olympiapark in Munich, which
was built to host the 1972 Summer Olympics, has
established itself as an international event centre and is
widely seen as a shining example of the sustainable use
of Olympic sports facilities. The event calendar is packed
with national and international sporting events, concerts,
trade fairs, conferences and exhibitions of all kinds. We
are all the more pleased to be able to host the European
Championships Munich 2022 under the world-famous
tent roof for our golden anniversary.
Our mission statement „Back to the Roofs“ is more
than a call to return to Olympiapark and the roots of its
success. It is a commitment to embrace the legacy of the
1972 Olympic Games and to interpret it in a fresh and
modern way. There is an overarching focus on innovation
and the common three-pillar approach to sustainability.
It is in this spirit that we are seeking to further expand
our pioneering role in the reuse of Olympic sports
facilities. For instance, the majority of the events will
be held in existing sports facilities, stadiums and halls.
Where necessary, we will build temporary facilities and
thereby avoid the need to seal land over in the long term.
We also see all the aspects that sport has to offer, such

as fairness, a sense of responsibility, good health and interactions with people and nature,
as being closely aligned with the
basic principles of sustainability.
It will take professional organisation and transparent communication to
convey these values to the public during the European
Championships. That is why we are presenting this

sustainability report, which provides you with detailed
information about our strategy and the status quo.
There is no doubt that organising a sporting event of
this size in a sustainable way is a major challenge in
every respect. However, this is a challenge that we are
tackling head on in order to make our contribution to a
sustainable future.

Marion Schöne
Managing Director Olympiapark München GmbH

FOREWORD FROM THE MANAGEMENT OF THE LOCAL ORGANISING COMMITTEE

DEAR READERS,
Sport is seen as an important enabler in achieving the
ambitious goals of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development. This recognition by the United Nations
has strengthened our resolve to make sustainability
an integral part of how the European Championships
Munich 2022 are organised.
As we have learned from past major events, consideration should be given to designing an event in a sustainable way as early as the bidding phase. This is why
the reuse concept for Olympiapark and the short distances between venues in Munich were highlighted at
an early stage of the bidding process. We have been
committed to a set of principles – including team spirit,
credibility, respect and sustainability – right from the
outset, beyond the process of organising the European
Championships, and have firmly anchored them in our
values. They underpin our day-to-day work.
Our priority over the past year has been to develop a
sustainability strategy for Munich 2022. This includes

mobilising and engaging all internal and external
stakeholders to ensure that sustainability is brought

to everyone‘s attention and considered by the whole
team in all decision-making processes. This approach
is intended to inspire, set new standards and leave a
lasting legacy for all the participants, the City of Munich
and future sporting events.
In this report, we reveal how our approach to
sustainability at the European Championships is shaping
up and provide an overview of the specific measures we
are adopting.

Markus Schnetzer, Klaus Cyron, Frank Seipp
Management Local Organising Committee of the
European Championships Munich 2022
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EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS MUNICH 2022
The biggest multi-sport event since the
1972 Summer Olympics will get Munich
moving. Alongside Olympiapark (Olympic
Park) at the heart of the event, the entire city is gearing up for a spectacular and
unparalleled experience. From 11 to 21
August 2022, Europe‘s best athletes will
compete for sought-after gold medals in
the sports of athletics, beach volleyball,
canoe sprint, cycling, gymnastics,
rowing, sport climbing, table tennis,

and triathlon. Approximately 4,700 top
athletes from roughly 50 nations will

compete against each other in a total of
176 medal events. The major sporting
event will be accompanied by The Roofs,
a festival with themed pop-up experiences that will provide variety and surprises.
Eleven days of top-level sport, music, art,
food and much more: that’s how to celebrate a golden jubilee.
The concept for the European Champion
ships was conceived by European
Championships Management Sàrl (ECM).
The innovative format brings together
the European championships of several
sports under the motto of “the whole

is greater than the sum of its parts”. After
the successful premiere in 2018 in B
 erlin
and Glasgow, the second E
uropean
Championships will take place with an
increased number of sports and the
addition of para competitions. Munich
2022 should be an extraordinary experience and welcome everyone to Munich
under one roof.
Our slogan
is more than a rallying call to return
to Olympiapark. It is an undertaking to
embrace and reinterpret the legacy of
the 1972 Olympic Games. A tribute to
hospitality, happiness and community,
but also to the victims of the terrorist
attack on the Israeli Olympic team. At
the same time, the event represents
the return of a major sporting spectacle to a unique historical location, a
return to the legendary architecture of
Olympiapark with its world-famous
tent roof construction, which once
turned Munich - usually thought of
as a low-key “village of millions” - into
an 
international sports metropolis
overnight.
© European Championships Munich 2022
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OUR VISION, MISSION AND VALUES
Major sporting events interact directly with the natural
environment and have an impact that goes beyond just
the sporting activities. This is why we chose to enshrine
sustainability as an overarching objective that guides the
actions of both the Local Organising Committee (LOC)
and others.
VISION
 Munich 2022 leaves an inspiring and lasting
legacy to all participants, the City of Munich
and future sport events.
MISSION
 We unite outstanding experiences and performances under one roof. Munich 2022 stands
for unexpected, unforgettable moments of
happiness.
VALUES

The LOC of the European Championships Munich
2022 is aware of the potential impacts on the natural
environment, society and local and global sustainability and to take responsibility for our decisions. As part
of the three-pillar approach to sustainability, a number of changes have been introduced since the first
edition of the European Championships 2018 in Berlin
and 
Glasgow. The sustainability management of the
European Championships promotes the fulfilment of the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) from the United
Nations‘ 2030 Agenda, which were adopted in 2015.
The original Olympic sites are the focus of Munich 2022.
By primarily using existing infrastructures and venues,
the organisers made a clear commitment to sustainability
early on in the bidding phase. Short distances between
the venues and excellent public transport further minimise the impact on the city and its surroundings.

Furthermore, we are setting ourselves the challenge
of using the European Championships Munich 2022 to
draw attention to social issues, to stimulate projects,
topics of interest and change, and to generate long-term
added value for the host city, the region and the nation.

“We want to leave an inspiring and
lasting legacy for all involved and for
future sporting events. By delivering
on our sustainability goals within our
budget constraints, we aim to set
new benchmarks and strengthen the
image of major sporting events, the
City of Munich and Olympiapark.”*

 Passionate, Diverse, Sustainable, Authentic,
Innovative, United, Considerate

* Sustainability Management Local Organising Committee of the European
Championships Munich 2022
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THE PATH TO THE
MUNICH 2022
SUSTAINABILITY
STRATEGY
With our vision in mind, we set up a
sustainability team, developed a sustainability strategy and established sustain
ability management within the s tructures
of the LOC. The strategy, in other
words the LOC‘s active contribution to
sustainability in organising the European
Championships Munich 2022, forms part
of the Count & Last initiative, which as a
whole makes a valuable contribution to
the social, economic and ecological sustainability of Munich 2022. In addition to

the strategy, the initiative includes twelve
projects in which anybody of any age can
participate and make a difference. Twelve
projects that are built around community,
team spirit and the vision of a meaningful
future. Count & Last emphasises commitment to society and is aiming to create a lasting legacy for this major sporting event. More detailed and regularly
updated information on the twelve projects can be found on the official website
munich2022.com/en/count-and-last.

© Jan Saurer
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© Olympiapark München GmbH

In developing the goals, indicators and measures within
the strategy, recognised guidelines, advisors and toolkits of national and international sustainability management in the sports and event sector were taken into
account. These included Green Champions – the guide
for environmentally sustainable major sports events,
the reference text issued by ecosport.ch (in German), the
Green Events Austria (in German) platform, the guide
for organising sustainable events issued by the Federal
Ministry for the Environment (BMU) and the Federal Environment Agency (UBA), as well as the Sustainable Sport
and Event Toolkit (SSET). Event-specific guidelines or
focal points are set depending on the venue, the type of
sport and the event concept, and an increased focus is
placed on these when the event is being staged. These
focal points encompass the three dimensions of sustainability, and their basic structures are therefore rooted
in the aspects of ecological compatibility, social justice
and economic p
 erformance. We want to use the available resources efficiently and avoid n
 egative ecological
impacts as much as possible, or at least reduce them or
compensate for them through additional measures. We
also aim to exploit the potential for positive social and

economic impacts. The intention is to build on previous
sustainability m
 easures from past major sporting events
and, in addition, to set new standards in specific areas.
Every event must inherently be organised in its context,
which is why six key themes have been identified for the
European Championships Munich 2022 that are tailored
to the local conditions and also mitigate the potential for
conflict between internal and external stakeholders.
25 sustainability issues for major sporting events were
categorised in a relevance matrix in order to identify the
main themes for the Munich 2022 sustainability strategy.
To this end, a stakeholder analysis was conducted first
of all, with the aim of identifying relevant stakeholders
and understanding their interests, particularly in terms
of their sustainability ambitions. We analysed, for
example, the sustainability approaches, strategies and
reports from the nine European and international sports
federations and clustered their sustainability goals.
They showed a discernible tendency to focus on the
ecological dimensions of sports events. Recurring core
environmental issues include reducing CO2 emissions
from event-related travel, the environmental impact of

building infrastructure and sports facilities, and efficient
waste management.
The relevance analysis incorporated professional input,
innovative approaches and new perspectives from
experts on the Creating Future Board. The committee
meets at regular intervals and takes a creative approach
to the values of the European Championships Munich
2022. Qualitative research conducted specifically for the
European Championships 2022 also informed the development of the strategy. This not only takes into account
the current state of research and previous strategies,
approaches and reports in the field of sustainability in
sport, but also focuses on the opinions of experts. The
results from the relevance analysis were validated by the
qualitative research approach.
The evaluation of the relevance analysis revealed six
thematic areas on which we will focus at the E
 uropean
Championships Munich 2022 in order to leave an inspiring
and sustainable legacy for all the stakeholders, future
sporting events and the City of Munich. The following
diagram gives an overview of the six main focus areas of
our sustainability strategy.

INTRODUCTION
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SIX FOCUS AREAS FOR MUNICH 2022
REUSE OF SPORTS
FACILITIES AND
EQUIPMENT

IMPACT ON GRASSROOTS
AND PROFESSIONAL
SPORT

CARBON-NEUTRAL
TRANSPORT AND
MOBILITY

INCLUSION AND
ACCESSIBILITY

WASTE AND
LITTERING

LOCAL VALUE
CREATION
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The second step was to define objectives and qualitative and quantitative indicators based on the SMART
criteria. By carrying out an evaluation after the event, we
can show transparently which goals have been achieved,
which goals have been exceeded and which goals have
only been achieved to a limited extent. Explanations of
how and why targets may not have been met provide
a starting point for future major sporting events when
planning and implementing efficient sustainability management. Furthermore, metrics based on selected criteria
allow for an assessment to be made of the sustainable
aspects of Munich 2022. The European Championships
Munich 2022 aspires to be a role model for sustainable
sports event management and to do justice to this.

© Archiv Olympiapark München GmbH

More than 70 ideas for measures to achieve the goals
have been developed at the time of publication of this
report. The action plan was prioritised based on cost-
effectiveness analyses and checked for feasibility.
Additional technical input in relation to the prioritisation

of measures was provided by various university projects
in cooperation with the LOC. This process has not yet
been finalised for the time being.
Our strategic direction is derived from the National
Strategy for Major Sporting Events (Nationale Strategie
Sportgroßveranstaltungen) issued by the Federal Ministry
of the Interior, which was conceived jointly with organised
sport. The National Strategy for Major Sporting Events is
intended to create synergies, impart knowledge and provide a platform for sharing experiences. Germany wants
to position itself on the international stage as a host of
sustainable major sporting events. To achieve this, major
sporting events need the acceptance of society as well
as transparent and comprehensible approaches so that
they do not contradict social and sustainable development. More information on the current state of affairs can
be found on the website of The Federal Ministry of the
Interior, Building and Community (BMI): BMI – National
Strategy for Major Sporting Events (bund.de) (in German).

INTRODUCTION
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ABOUT THIS REPORT
Sustainability reporting makes abstract issues more tangible and specific
and is used to understand and deal better with the impacts of sustainability
developments on an organisation‘s activities and strategies.*
The purpose of this document is to present the sustainability strategy in a transparent manner and to report on
the steps taken to improve the sustainability of Munich
2022 to date. This can inform all stakeholders and the
general public about the state of progress. The following chapters present the six focus areas that have been
developed along with their respective objectives, as well
as packages of measures and indicators for measuring
the objectives. Our sustainability management follows
the Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle, such that this represents

the status quo at the time of publication and should not
be seen as a completed process. We are always open to
hearing creative ideas on how we can work together to
achieve our sustainability goals and set new common
benchmarks in order to create a sustainable legacy.
This reporting is based on the principles and implementation guidance set out in the G4 Sustainability Reporting
Guidelines and the Event Organizers Sector Disclosures
of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). Our indicators are

* Global Reporting Initiative (2015, p. 3): G4 Sustainability Reporting Guidelines. Accessible at German-G4-Part-One.pdf (his-he.de) (in German)

largely based on GRI indicators and were adapted and
supplemented in this context to reflect local conditions
and specific parameters. External perspectives from the
academic field of environmental management and sport
event practice were incorporated during the preparation
of the report.
The six focus areas of the Munich 2022 Sustainability
Strategy are outlined below, each in accordance with
the “relevance, objective and planning status of the
packages of measures” scheme. Finally, an overview
of the respective focus area, including an assessment
of the status quo of the packages of measures, is
provided, which is summarised in the appendix for all six
focus areas.

© Herr Bohn
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REUSE OF SPORTS
FACILITIES AND
EQUIPMENT
There are countless examples of
so-called white elephants around the
world, that is, oversized competition
venues that were built exclusively for
the crowds of visitors to mega-events,
but without any plans for subsequent
use, which now stand empty and
have a n
egative ecological impact.
Nevertheless, Olympiapark in Munich

is proof that it can be done differently.
Built in 1972 for the Olympic Games,
it still hosts regular sports, music
and cultural events today; as such,
Olympiapark is regarded as one of the
shining examples of sustainable reuse
management of sports facilities.
The European Championships Munich
2022 will reinforce Olympiapark’s
reputation by using much of the 1972

sports facilities 50 years on from the
Summer Olympics. It will still sometimes be necessary to erect temporary buildings, carry out renovation
and refurbishment work and purchase
sports equipment. The overarching
objective of this focus area is therefore
to use as many existing sports facilities
as possible and to avoid building new
ones. Another aim is to achieve a high
level of reuse in order to exploit the life
cycle of the materials used in temporary structures. It is also important to
guarantee long-term use of equipment
for sports activities by hiring it out or
passing it on. In order to achieve these
goals as effectively as possible, the
following measures have been identified in this context and implementation
has already begun in some cases.

© CEV
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© Adobe Stock / Fabio

USE OF EXISTING TRAINING AND COMPETITION
FACILITIES:
It should first be noted that no new buildings will be
constructed for the European Championships, no land
will be sealed, and in the long term, no new stadiums
will be built in the City of Munich on account of its
already excellent sports infrastructure. For seven of the
nine sports of the European Championships, it has been
arranged for the competitions to take place in a previously constructed venue. As a multifunctional venue
for major events with free access to green space for
general recreational and leisure purposes, Olympiapark

is the centrepiece and main venue of the European
Championships. Athletics competitions will be held in
Olympiastadion (Olympic Stadium) under the famous
tent roof construction and gymnastics competitions
will take place in Olympiahalle (Olympic Hall). In addition to gymnastics and athletics, Olympiapark will also
host the triathlon, BMX freestyle and mountain biking.
When it comes to using the hill for mountain biking
competitions, direct ecological impacts such as surface
disturbance caused by constructing the mountain bike
trail can be identified in advance, but the project is
supervised by an ecological construction monitoring

team. The top priority is to contain the resulting shortterm disturbance to vegetation. Most of the mountain
bike trail will follow existing paths and trails, for example. The focus immediately following the event will be
on renaturation measures that are intended to return
Olympiaberg (Olympic Hill) to its original state, which
will be achieved by means of indigenous seeds, and to
promote the biodiversity of the flora in the Olympiaberg
biotope. A report to be compiled by a nature conservation expert was also commissioned. We have made
a voluntary commitment not to cause any long-term
ecological damage to Olympiaberg.

FOCUS AREAS – ECOLOGICAL SUSTAINABILITY
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© Thomas Deuschel

© European Championships Munich 2022

© Martin Hangen

Other sports venues in Munich will also
be used for the European Championships
Munich 2022. For the table tennis competitions and track cycling, the European
Championships will move into Rudi-
Sedlmayer-Halle and Messe München
respectively. The Olympic Regatta Centre
in Oberschleißheim is part of the original Olympic sports facilities from 1972,
although renovation work is necessary to

host the rowing and canoe sprint competitions at the European C
hampionships.
The renovation work that has already been
carried out and is still planned incorporates the sustainable aspect of reuse,
given that this venue will continue to
be used for sporting purposes after the
event. The same principle applies to other
refurbishment and renovation work, such
as on the a thletics track in Olympiastadion.

FOCUS AREAS – ECOLOGICAL SUSTAINABILITY

ASSESS THE SUITABILITY OF TEMPORARY STRUCTURES AND SPORTS
EQUIPMENT FOR HIRE BEFORE
PURCHASE:
It is worth mentioning at this point that a
certain number of temporary structures,
mainly in the form of scaffolding and
marquees, will be needed to complement
the existing sports facilities in order to
host the European Championships. Temporary structures such as a grandstand,
for example, will be needed in addition
to the renovation work on the regatta
facility. We also want the whole city to be
captivated by the European Championships in order to get the people of Munich
as close to the sport as possible, which
is why the beach volleyball matches and
sport climbing competitions will be held
on Königsplatz using temporary structures. Then there is the BMX park, the
cycling track and the sport climbing wall,
which will all be integrated into the venues as sports structures. The necessary
temporary structures were assessed
in advance to see if they could be hired
out in order to guarantee sustainable,

19

frequent use and a long-term life cycle.
The sustainability and reuse strategies
of the respective providers, for example,
were also taken into account during the
tendering process.
PASSING ON MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT USED IN SPORTS FACILITIES:
Where buying sports equipment or
essential materials was unavoidable,
such as gymnastics equipment, athletics
equipment or sand for the beach volleyball courts, care was taken to ensure that
hiring was always preferred to buying or
that the equipment could be passed on
for reuse after the event. The measures
to pass on sports equipment and materials envisage either selling them or giving
them to schools, universities or sports
clubs. For a major sporting event such as
the European Championships, planning
for the reuse of sports equipment also
minimises the amount of waste output
that is generated, which is explained
separately and in detail in the Waste and
Littering section of focus area three of
the Sustainability Strategy.

© Glasgow 2018 via Getty Images
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FOCUS AREA ONE: AN OVERVIEW
Objectives

SDGs

 Use as many existing sports facilities in Munich and the surrounding area as possible,
as well as a small number of temporary buildings
 Reuse of materials from temporary structures and installations
 Long-term subsequent use of sports equipment
Packages of measures

Planning status

Use of existing training and competition facilities
Assess the suitability of temporary structures and sports equipment before purchase:
Passing on materials and equipment used in sports facilities
Indicators
Breakdown of training and competition facilities into existing, renovated/refurbished or temporary buildings and new buildings
 Proportion of hired facilities and sports equipment
 Proportion of facilities and sports equipment in continued use that had to be purchased

All SDG Icons: © United Nations Department of Global Communications
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CARBON-NEUTRAL TRANSPORT AND MOBILITY
The European Championships will welcome approximately one million to Munich over the eleven days of the
event in August 2022. In addition to the travel undertaken by domestic and foreign fans, athletes, sponsors,
volunteers and stand operators, equipment, food and
beverages, temporary infrastructures, merchandise and
more must also be transported. Transport and mobility
will account for the largest share of the carbon footprint
of the European Championships Munich 2022. In this age
of climate crisis, the focus is on minimising the amount
of greenhouse gases emitted in order not to fuel climate
change even further, and on compensating for unavoidable emissions. Besides distance, the choice of mode of
transport is a major factor that affects the level of greenhouse gas emissions.

As there is no single coherent definition that can be used
as an international or national guideline for the carbon
accounting of a sporting event, it is even more important
to define clear system limits and to communicate them
transparently. With this in mind, the LOC of the European
Championships Munich 2022 is working in partnership
with ClimatePartner, a solution provider in climate action.
The greenhouse gas emissions for the major sporting
event are calculated on the basis of the Greenhouse Gas
Protocol.
The United Nations is lending weight to its climate action
commitment in the form of its Climate Neutral Now
Initiative*. The initiative focuses on measuring, reducing
and offsetting emissions. Drawing on these effective and

* United Nations Climate Change (n.d.): Climate Neutral Now. Accessible at https://unfccc.int/climate-action/climate-neutral-now

proven measures, our goal is to promote environmentally
friendly mobility solutions. This includes encouraging the
use of non-motorised transport and minimising the use of
private vehicles that rely on fossil fuels. Another objective
is to promote greater use of public transport and long-
distance rail transport to reduce CO2 emissions within this
focus area. Furthermore, we aim to raise our fans’ awareness of the issue of climate action and appeal to their
sense of personal responsibility. Finally, it is our intention
to offset event-related travel activities. These measures
mean we are supporting not only the SDGs of the United
Nations, but also the goals of the City of Munich, which is
aiming to become carbon neutral. The following sections
describe measures related to focus area two and the
status quo in this regard.

FOCUS AREAS – ECOLOGICAL SUSTAINABILITY
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USE OF LOCAL TRANSPORT INFRA
STRUCTURE AND A SHORT-DISTANCE
CONCEPT FOR VENUES:
As a hub for traffic and transport in the
centre of Europe, the City of Munich

provides excellent infrastructure since

Bavaria’s capital city enjoys a geographically advantageous location and has
excellent rail connections as well as an
extensive public transport network (total
route network of 1,122 kilometres).
Munich has also been encouraging cycling
for more than 15 years, for example
through its “Cycling Capital” campaign;
more than 1,200 kilometres of well-maintained cycle paths allow everyone to move
through the city in an eco-friendly and
healthy way. The City of Munich therefore
offers a propitious starting point, which
was taken into account during the bidding
phase. This has enabled us to integrate
low-emission means of transport for the
European Championships Munich 2022.
The combination of the “short d
 istances”
approach to the venue c oncept and the
choice of hotels for Munich 2022 will
not only 
benefit visitors, but the
environment too.

© unplash / Dimitry Anikin
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© unplash / Etienne Girarde
© unplash / Robert Ruggiero
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ENCOURAGE ECO-FRIENDLY TRAVEL AND MOBILITY:
In addition to direct measures, we rely on the indirect
effects of emission-reducing measures; attractive and
discounted offers for local and long-distance public
transport and communication campaigns help to achieve
this. For example, contact has already been made with
mobility service providers to facilitate discounted offers
throughout Germany. Visitors will also receive a free
public transport ticket when they purchase a ticket for
the European Championships. The majority of accredited
participants and personnel will also be able to use public transport free of charge during the event. An adapted
public transport timetable and increased frequency are
planned to coincide with the event times. Ideally, new
target groups will be reached in the context of Munich
2022, who will continue to use public transport or more
environmentally friendly alternatives after the event as
a result of positive experiences. We will also incorporate
information about sustainability on our website to raise
visitors’ awareness about their choice of mode of transport in advance of the event. In the context of this focus
area, this means encouraging the residents of Munich
to engage in climate action by, if possible, walking,

skateboarding, scootering or cycling to the event. Ample
bicycle rentals and bicycle racks are to be provided in
order to offer cyclists the greatest possible convenience.
The idea of a bicycle wardrobe is also currently being
elaborated on. Substituting fossil fuels by using more climate-friendly event vehicles is also one of the focused,
emission-saving methods to be implemented before
and during the European Championships Munich 2022.
We are facing various challenges at the current stage of
planning, including local infrastructure constraints that
may not allow for the use of fully climate-friendly means
of transportation.
Despite the planned CO2 reduction measures, the European Championships Munich 2022 are expected to emit
a five-digit amount of greenhouse gas emissions in
tonnes of CO2 equivalents, with transport and mobility
accounting for by far the largest share (around 65%). The
calculations are based on the organiser’s greenhouse
gas emissions, namely energy and heat consumption,
mobility, accommodation and catering for accredited
persons and athletes, as well as transport and logistics
and waste.

FOCUS AREAS – ECOLOGICAL SUSTAINABILITY
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OFFSETTING AND SUPPORT FOR CARBON OFFSET
PROJECTS:
After an initial calculation of the carbon footprint, two
further measures were adopted. The first is to offset
the calculated carbon footprint of the event’s unavoidable emissions (Scope 1) through three carefully selected
carbon offset projects in cooperation with ClimatePartner. One example of an internationally recognised carbon
offset project approved by Verified Carbon Standard is a
reforestation project in Nicaragua. The second is that
we will offer visitors the opportunity to make a climate
contribution of €1.40 when they buy tickets as part of
our collaboration with ClimatePartner, which will also
support the project in Nicaragua. The calculation of the
climate contribution for visitors covers not only their
typical travel activities but also their overnight stays and
food and drink consumption during the event.
In addition to offsetting through international certified carbon offset projects, which are subject to annual
auditing by independent third parties and contribute to
achieving the SDGs, in October 2021 there was a challenge as part of Count & Last, which involves a regional
reforestation project in Bavaria. More information about
the regional climate action project can be found on the
ClimatePartner website by following the link below:
https://fpm.climatepartner.com/project/1111/en

© ClimatePartner

© unsplash / Hanna Eberhard

The calculation of the carbon emissions will be confirmed by ClimatePartner after the event and, if necessary,
the amount of offsetting will be adjusted. At the time of
publishing this report, we can already confirm that one
of our goals – to make the transport and mobility sector
carbon neutral – has already been achieved.

© ClimatePartner
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FOCUS AREA TWO: AN OVERVIEW
Objectives

SDGs

 Reducing carbon emissions by minimising the use of personal transport running on fossil fuels,
increasing the use of local and long-distance public transport and promoting non-motorised transport
 Use of low-carbon mobility solutions
 Raising fans’ awareness of the issue of climate action
 Offsetting event-related travel and transport activities
Packages of measures
Use of local transport infrastructure and a short-distance concept for venues
Encouraging eco-friendly travel and mobility
Offsetting and support for carbon offset projects
Indicators
Proportion of low-carbon travel by category (e.g. walking, cycling, public transport, etc.)
 Proportion of shuttle services and buses with alternative forms of propulsion
 Thematic education and awareness-raising on event sites for visitors
Number of climate contribution made by the visitors
 Unavoidable, offset carbon emissions

Planning status
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WASTE AND LITTERING
As a rule, large events produce an enormous amount of
waste, some of which is often thrown away carelessly
(littering) if the organiser does not take measures and
make use of the potential for resource recovery. Food,
drinks, packaging, flyers, banners and other decorative items account for a large proportion of the waste
generated, which, without efficient waste management,
creates a large amount of environmental pollution.

At the same time, a major sporting event such as the
European Championships 2022 can act as a catalyst
to drive the development of solutions and stakeholder
awareness of waste reduction, proper waste separation and recycling opportunities.
We are focusing on ensuring a clean cityscape in
Munich by organising a low-waste and low-litter event
with a careful use of resources. This is also because
Munich, as the host city of the European Championships Munich 2022, set itself the goal of becoming a
Zero Waste City back in 2019. Alongside some fantastic initiatives in Munich, we are committed to
bringing the City of Munich a step closer to its zero
waste ambitions. We are now part of the network of
organisations, universities and various round tables

that are working towards a waste-free Munich, and
we are engaged in a lively exchange of ideas. First
and foremost, the locally based, non-profit association rehab republic (in German) does important work
in the form of educational campaigns and clean-up
activities; in July 2021, for example, it published a Zero
Waste Guide for Munich. We are launching participatory projects and workshops in partnership with rehab
republic as part of Count & Last during the event days
in August 2022.
In order to communicate our waste management plan
visibly, we have set ourselves targets after analysing the
waste type and volume estimates and are developing a
waste management strategy in parallel to this report.
Our ultimate goal is to generate as little waste and
littering as possible. With respect to waste separation,
we aim to separate waste by type and to minimise the
amount of residual waste. Furthermore, we have set
ourselves the goal of achieving a high level of reuse.
We have also set ourselves the goal of achieving the
highest possible recycling rate. We have developed the
following measures with regards to waste avoidance,
reduction and separation as well as recycling.

© unsplash / Jon Tyson
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DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A WASTE
MANAGEMENT CONCEPT:
As mentioned above, the LOC is drafting a strategy paper
in collaboration with companies and waste management experts in order to implement the Zero Waste
philosophy at the European Championships and to
achieve a high level of recycling. Waste avoidance is the
top priority, in line with the Zero Waste philosophy, the
Circular Economy Act (KrWG) and the city’s regulations
for events in Munich. With this in mind, the majority of
the measures currently planned for Munich 2022 relate
to waste reduction.

© unsplash / Zibik
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RAISING PARTICIPANTS’ AWARENESS OF THE PROBLEM OF WASTE:
As part of the Count & Last initiative, we are already
starting to promote the European Championships
community’s own initiative before the event and thereby raise awareness of the problem of waste at the
same time. We intend to draw visitors’ attention to
the issue of waste separation through fun and games
during the event, too. We are planning for example to
use a K
 ippomat to do this. Furthermore, specific stake
holders will be informed in advance about our sustainability ambitions. In doing so, we will be counting on the
individual responsibility of various sponsors and service
providers, among others.
INTRODUCTION OF A DEPOSIT SYSTEM:
During the event, reusable products will take precedence
over disposable products, which is an approach generally
in line with the expectations of visitors and Munich’s reusable product policy on city-owned land. There will be a
strict multi-use system for volunteers, crew, media and
broadcasters, as well as for VIPs, and this will be implemented effectively. In contrast, in public catering we are
currently faced with the challenge of organising ways of
serving food and beverages exclusively using reusable
systems. Visitor safety is the top priority, which is why it
is important to ensure that crockery cannot pose a threat
should it be thrown out. Setting up an infrastructure
for washing dishes and handling the logistics present
further challenges. At this point, it should be noted that
the ecological impacts caused by transport and logistics
(e.g. washing-up units) must be taken into account in the

decision-making process. It is for these reasons that we
are working to provide the best possible environmentally
friendly alternatives, especially when it comes to foodto-go. These matters are addressed collectively in the
catering tender and in the specifications and recommendations we set for stand operators.
INSTALLATION OF WATER DISPENSERS:
There are plans to install water dispensers for
designated areas, in order to reduce in particular, the
amount of p
 lastic bottles that will be used during the
event. Generally speaking and based on previous event
experience in Olympiapark, even deposit bottles often
end up in the bin or, in the worst-case scenario, as litter
left in the environment. We would like to counteract this
phenomenon with water dispensers and by p
 roviding
reusable drinking bottles. This environmentally friendly
option would equate to a six-figure saving in PET b
 ottles.
The challenges we face – especially with regards to
infrastructure and the distribution of drinking water –
mean that we cannot yet say for sure whether it will be
possible to implement this idea as a measure.

© unsplash / Bluewater Sweden
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RESOURCE-EFFICIENT POLICIES REGARDING UNIFORMS AND MERCHANDISING:
In sports event management, merchandise and staff
uniforms are a potential source of waste and a resourceintensive area. We are therefore seeking to work together with partners who focus on sustainable approaches
to production and distribution. Unisex uniforms and a
size guide can be used, for example, which reduces the
number of spares required. Furthermore, polyester products for team clothing, for example, will be made of
eco-polyester and all products will be supplied in recycled polybags.
© European Championships Munich 2022

INTRODUCTION OF DIGITAL ALTERNATIVES AS
PAPERLESS SOLUTIONS:
Paper printouts will be replaced by digital services in the
official app of the European Championships 2022. The
app includes the following services that help minimise
waste: the event programme will be offered in digital form, with a small exception of 200 copies due to
contractual obligations to stakeholders; tickets will also
be offered as electronic ticket; schedules will be v iewable
digitally; integrated navigation in the app will replace
printed schedules and maps. Meal vouchers for accredited guests, which are normally printed on paper, will
be integrated as QR codes on the accreditation cards.
However, we are currently facing operational challenges
with regards to the format, which means that we cannot
yet guarantee that these ambitions will be realised.

REDUCTION OF THE WASTE DISPOSAL FACTOR WITH
REGARDS TO DECORATIONS, GIVE-AWAYS, ADVERTISING BANNERS, LEFTOVER FOOD, ETC.:
Overall, it is important to reduce the disposal factor of
event-related products and to save products that can still
be used from the dustbin. This is particularly relevant to
the decorative materials used at the festival The Roofs,
where the tender includes a criterion for guaranteeing
reuse in addition to the use of sustainable materials.
When selecting give-aways, sustainable or zero-waste
gifts should be preferred over conventional waste-
generating give-aways. We will hand out gym bags for
everyday use, for example, or honey in reusable jars
from the European Championships bees in Olympiapark.
Branding is another high-waste and event-specific area.
We are currently working together with workshops for
the disabled and other partners to find solutions through
recycling in the form of upcycling or passing on banners
free of charge in order to reduce the amount of waste.

As far as surplus food that is still edible is concerned, we
aim to cooperate with Tafel München and Foodsharing to
save products from being thrown away. This is our way
of making a statement against food waste.
WASTE SEPARATION SYSTEM AND RECYCLING:
In addition to reducing and preventing the generation of
waste, we are focusing on developing an efficient waste
separation system and the best possible solutions for
disposal and recycling processes as part of our waste
management concept for the European Championships
Munich 2022. We attach great importance to sorting
waste by type, which we manage proactively so that
the waste can be recycled in the most environmentally
friendly way possible.

© Pawel Czerwinski
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FOCUS AREA THREE: AN OVERVIEW
Objectives

SDGs

Minimum possible total waste generation
 Minimum possible littering
 High rate of reuse
 Separation by type
 High rate of recycling
Packages of measures
Design and implementation of a waste management concept
Raising participants’ awareness of the problem of waste
Introduction of a deposit system
Installation of water dispensers
Introduction of digital alternatives as paperless solutions
Resource-efficient policies regarding uniforms and merchandising
Reduction of the waste disposal factor with regard to decorations, give-aways,
advertising banners, leftover food, etc.
Indicators
Amount of waste in grams per visitor
Amount of litter collected per visitor in grams
Reuse rate after the event
Waste sorting quota
Recycling rate

Planning status
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IMPACT ON
GRASSROOTS AND
PROFESSIONAL SPORT
A recent study by the World Health
Organisation (WHO) found that 80% of
children and adolescents across the
world do not get enough exercise*. A
lack of physical activity as a societal
problem leads to far-reaching consequences for the health of each and every
individual and causes five million premature deaths worldwide every year. Sport
not only improves health, but also has
the potential to develop, promote and
strengthen social values in our society.
Team spirit, fairness, inclusion, respect
and a sense of responsibility are just
some of these values that sport can
transfer into our lives and society.
The appeal of major sporting events is
intended to motivate people to exercise
more and lead healthier lifestyles in the

long-term, and to have a positive effect
on popular and competitive sport. While
a major sporting event already has the
inherent potential to promote sport
through the athletes’ performances
and media attention, we are committed
to making the best possible use of this
potential by means of specific measures.
We have set ourselves the goal of
inspiring visitors to take part in sporting
activities and to promote a positive trend
in the membership of local and regional
sports clubs. Another of our objectives is
to involve national and regional sports
federations in organising and running
the event. The following measures are
being developed for this purpose and are
intended to contribute to achieving the
objectives within this focus area.

© unsplash / gabin-vallet

* Bull FC, Al-Ansari SS, Biddle S, Borodulin K, Buman MP, Cardon G, Carty C, Chaput JP, Chastin S, Chou R, Dempsey PC, DiPietro L, Ekelund U, Firth J, Friedenreich CM, Garcia L, Gichu M, Jago R, Katzmarzyk PT, Lambert E, Leitzmann M, Milton K, Ortega FB, Ranasinghe C, Stamatakis E, Tiedemann A, Troiano RP, van der Ploeg HP, Wari V, Willumsen JF (2020). World Health Organization 2020 guidelines on physical activity and sedentary behaviour. DOI: 10.1136/bjsports-2020-102955
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PROJECT WITH TOP ATHLETES:
The documentary Class of 22 accompanies 14 G
 erman athletes on their
journey to the European Championships
Munich 2022. From training to taking
part in the European Championships, the cross-media
format looks behind-the-scenes and puts the protagonists in the spotlight. Class of 22 covers the breadth of
German competitive sport and reflects the full diversity
of the European Championships. The aim is to create role
models, to draw attention to the unique features of the
individual sports and to provide insights into the lives of
professionals as they prepare for a major s porting event.
PROJECT WITH CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE:
In the course of the Future Class of 22 project, we want
to get children and young people excited about sport and
the European Championships 2022. The focus in the
2021/22 school year will be on the next generation. The
programme aims to bring the joy of exercise and the values of sport closer to pupils and – with the support of
schools and clubs – to leave a legacy for youth sports
in Munich and Bavaria. The approach is based on three
© European Championships Munich 2022
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pillars: sports competitions, activation in sports through
the Future Class of 22 Community, and edutainment in
form of a sports project day.
Regarding sports competitions, we are planning school
competitions in cooperation with the corresponding state
federations of the sports beach volleyball, g
 ymnastics
and table tennis in Munich and throughout Bavaria.
While the pre-rounds will already take place d
 uring the
school year, medal ceremony in gymnastics and final
games of table tennis and beach volleyball will take
place at the venues of the European Championships. The
school competition itself is intended to give the children
the unique experience of feeling like a professional and
having the opportunity to follow in the footsteps of the
greats. The children and young people will be motivated
by video messages from the Class of 22 athletes. We
are also cooperating with the Lauf dich fit! (‘Run yourself fit!’) initiative run by the Bavarian Athletics Association and the Beweg dich schlau! (‘Move smart!’) project
run by the Felix Neureuther Foundation in conjunction
with the Bavarian State Sports Association. The aim of
the Lauf dich fit! project is for participants to be able to
run non-stop for 15, 30 or even 45 minutes by the end.
Beweg dich schlau! offers exercises for balance, strength,
speed and flexibility and is designed to make exercise fun.

In addition to school competitions, the Future Class of 22
Community was launched in November 2021 in order to
promote youth participation in sport. The online community is available for young people aged 14 to 20 and takes
place in cooperation with the German Sports Youth in the
German Olympic Sports Confederation and the G
 erman
Paralympic Sports Youth in the National Paralympic Committee Germany. Until the start of the European Championships Munich 2022, there will be monthly changing, interactive offers: Online workshops, digital meet
& greets, participation in Count & Last projects, other
challenges and exchange opportunities, as well as Be
active!-Activities. These give young people both exclusive
insights into the nine sports of Munich 2022, as well as
opportunities to actively shape the multisport event and
get involved and stay engaged in sports even beyond the
European Championships Munich 2022. As a third pillar, a
sports project day for schools and clubs is planned.
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BEGIB DICH AUF DIE STRECKE
EUROPAS BESTER LÄUFER:INNEN
Sei dabei beim Jedermannlauf
am 15. August 2022

munich2022.com/de/runof22
© European Championships Munich 2022
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HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES AND SPORTS
COMPETITIONS FOR ALL:
In order to bring sport closer to the
visitors, we will offer the opportunity

to try out sports and get in touch with
clubs and new sports. The sports federations of the respective nine sports at
the European Championships will have
their own stand area with hands-on
activities at the festival The Roofs over all
eleven days of the event. The p
 roposed
European Championships Sport Badge

can provide an incentive to try out all nine
sports. At the Activation Roof, visitors
can try their hand at other sports and
physical activities to experience the fun
of exercise. Alongside hands-on activities, sport competitions are also intended
to contribute to promoting sport in
Germany. For example, the Run of 22 is
planned as a ten-kilometre race in which
runners from popular sports will have the
unique opportunity to run on the actual

course used by the professionals after
the marathon and thus experience the
atmosphere of the European Championships in a unique way. Furthermore, the
European Age Group Championships will
take place as part of the triathlon competitions; around 1,000 amateurs will
therefore be given the opportunity to
compete at European level.
INTEGRATION OF SPORTS FEDERATIONS:
In the run-up to and especially during
the European Championships in August
2022, a wide range of projects will be
carried out in conjunction with national
and European sports federations. It has
also been possible to incorporate national
sports federations into the organisational
structure of the LOC by engaging them
in advisory roles. This gives the federations the opportunity to participate and
to promote their interests.
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FOCUS AREA FOUR: AN OVERVIEW
Objectives

SDGs

 Inspire visitors to take up sports activities
 Promote membership of local and regional sports clubs
 Involve national and regional sports federations in the
organisation and running of the event.
Packages of measures
Project with top athletes – Class of 22
Project with children and young people – Future Class of 22
Hands-on activities and sports competitions
Integration of sports federations
Indicators
Proportion of visitors who take part in hands-on activities across the eleven days
 Number of people inspired to take up a sport and projects started for this cause
 Changes in membership figures in sports clubs
Proportion of federations involved in the planning, organisation and running of the event

Planning status
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INCLUSION AND ACCESSIBILITY
The European Championships Munich 2022 will bring
people together. The focus will be on togetherness,
sharing, fun and exercise. We want to make Munich 2022
a tangible experience for everyone. We want to o
 rganise
an event that considers the needs of a wide range of
stakeholders and welcomes everyone.
Accessibility and inclusion play a major role in this.
Accessibility means not only thinking about people with
disabilities, but also about families, benefits claimants,
non-native German speakers, the elderly and B
 avaria’s
youngest residents. In short, accessibility is relevant to
everyone. In addition, we want to facilitate the equal
participation of people with disabilities and all other

stakeholders in the European Championships Munich
2022 through inclusion.

© unsplash / Shane Rounce

Specifically, we set four measurable goals in order to
evaluate our efforts in the aftermath and generate added
value for future major sporting events. Our aim is to
create an experience for visitors with disabilities and to
ensure the greatest possible satisfaction. Another goal
is to ensure that a high proportion of sports facilities are
accessible for wheelchair users. Furthermore, disabled
sports associations and people with disabilities will be
involved in preparing and running the event. Finally, we are
aiming to create awareness for inclusion and accessibility
among visitors. The following is an overview of the current
status of various measures that will contribute to achieving our ambitious goals.
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UNDER ONE ROOF WORKING GROUP:
In line with the motto “Accessibility and inclusion are
team sports”, associations, clubs, stakeholders and
people with disabilities have already been involved in
drawing up a wide range of measures. The Under One
Roof working group, consisting of representatives of
the German Sports Federation for the Disabled, the
Bavarian Sports Federation for the Disabled and Rehabilitation, the German Wheelchair Sports Federation,
Special Olympics Bavaria, the Munich Advisory Council
for the Disabled and the Department of Education and
Sports of the City of Munich, meets at regular intervals.
Discussions cover ways of developing and prioritising
measures, exchanging experiences and using each other’s networks. V
 arious experts with and without disabilities are brought in depending on the topic under discussion – they support the working group both with advice
and action.
As a result of various discussions, analyses and workshops, accessibility at the European Championships
Munich 2022 will be guaranteed during the event
by means of measures subdivided into the following
categories: information, venues, mobility and 

special
services. The latest plans for these measures are

outlined below.
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ACCESSIBLE COMMUNICATION:
Providing accessible information is crucial in designing an
accessible major sporting event. Removing barriers not
only helps people with disabilities, but also older people
and non-native German speakers, for example. The
website of the European Championships Munich 2022
is a key medium of communication. Various measures
have been taken to make the information on the website
accessible. In addition to a variety of visual setting
options, alternative texts in the code and caret navigation, the most important information can be viewed in
plain language. Subtitles in German and English are also
embedded when videos are published.
WHEELCHAIR-FRIENDLY VENUES:
It is not only wheelchair users who benefit from complete
barrier-free access, but each and every one of us. For us,
barrier-free access during the European Championships
Munich 2022 means separate wheelchair spaces, good
accessibility and signage, as well as separate parking
spaces and toilets. The aim is to plan for not only the
sporting venues but also the festival The Roofs to be as
accessible to wheelchairs as possible. To do this, we are
drawing on the expertise of people with disabilities who
are working with us to identify the weaknesses of the
gathering areas and to come up with creative solutions.

© WüSL

LONG-DISTANCE SHUTTLE SERVICE:
A shuttle service is being planned for longer journeys,
e.g. from the Olympiazentrum underground station
to various locations within Olympiapark München.
This s ervice will not be limited to people with reduced
mobility but will also offer families and all other users the
opportunity to get from one place to another in comfort.
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INCLUSIVE SERVICES AT THE MOST IMPORTANT
COMPETITIONS:
Three free services will be offered at the most exciting
competitions of all nine sports to ensure an impressive event experience for the spectators at the venue.
Trained speakers will verbally describe all the events
where m
 edals are at stake for people with visual impairments. The audio description will also be available
on our website for visitors to access at home. A sign
language interpreter will translate the spoken words
of the stadium announcer and the atmosphere in the
stadium into German sign language live at the event
for people with impaired hearing. After many discussions with hearing-impaired people and deaf associations, the decision was made to designate different
sign blocks for each venue. Although it is not possible
to have a free choice of seats when using this service,
there are n
 evertheless some advantages. For example,
staff from the organising committee who are proficient
in German sign language can assist with food and drink
orders and provide additional information. There will
also be o
 pportunities for socialising and living out deaf
culture through sign blocks. Another service we would
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like to provide is inductive mobile hearing aids. Hearing
aids usually reach their limits when there is a high level
of background noise and certain information, such as
the spoken words of a station announcer or stadium
announcer, needs to be filtered out. Ring loop systems
can remedy this by sending inductive signals that can be
received directly by the hearing aid and cochlear implant
(CI). We would like to offer portable listening equipment
for hire at all medal events. While we have not been able
to offer these services at every sporting competition, we
believe we are setting new standards by providing these
services at selected competitions across all nine sports.

BARRIER-FREE TICKETING:
In addition to the usual ticketing discounts for children,
schoolchildren, students, trainees, the unemployed,
pensioners and the severely disabled, we are currently
working on making access and the ordering process as
simple as possible for all those concerned.

In addition to accessibility measures, we would like to make
our contribution to inclusion in and through sport. To this
end, we are currently working on the following measures.
VOLUNTEER WORK FOR PEOPLE WITH AND WITHOUT
DISABILITIES:
The success of the European Championships Munich
2022 will depend on the commitment, enthusiasm and
support of thousands of volunteers. As volunteers, they
will get exclusive insights to the behind-the-scenes
workings of a multi-sport event. What’s more, taking part
in a volunteer programme is a valuable personal experience. Team spirit is at the forefront here, international
contacts are made and friendships are forged. The opportunity to participate should be offered to people with and
without disabilities. The range of roles we have to offer
is broad, so there will be something for everyone. This is
why we specifically approach people with disabilities to
volunteer at the European Championships through communication partners such as the social association VdK
and para-sport associations. A total of 40 volunteers
with disabilities have registered.
INCLUSION VOLUNTEERS:
An inclusion team will also be formed from the volunteers
who sign up, which will make it easier for visitors with
disabilities to attend the event. For example, 18 volunteers who are proficient in German sign language have
registered. The volunteers from this team, as well as from
other areas, will be trained on a voluntary basis in how to
interact with p
 eople with disabilities.
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PARA COMPETITIONS:
Twelve medal events in paracanoe and four competitions for gold, silver and bronze in para rowing will
complement the European Championships in canoe

sprint and rowing and round off the sports programme
of the E
 uropean Championships Munich 2022. Listing
these c ompetitions in the official medal table rather than
separately is intended to set an example for inclusion.
Spectators can therefore look forward to a total of 176
medals being awarded and 4,700 top European athletes.
One of the hopeful German athletes in paracanoe is Felicia Laberer. The likeable Berliner is part of the cross-media documentary series Class of 22. Among other things,
Felicia gives exciting insights into e
veryday life, her
extraordinary path to paracanoeing and her goals for

the home European Championships in Munich. The
documentary follows 14 German athletes with and
without disabilities on their way to the European
Championships Munich 2022.
INCLUSIVE HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES:
The festival The Roofs will accompany the European
Championships with a mix of music, culture, art, sport and
much more. In the thick of things, not just there for the
sake of it, The Roofs invites young and old to get involved.
Whether it’s children’s activities, sports 
activities or
hands-on workshops, everyone can get a taste of what
it’s like and discover new things in a playful way. The
sports federations of the nine represented sports will
have stands and offer hands-on a ctivities. With the support of the Disabled Sports Association, Disabled and

Rehabilitation Sports Association of Bavaria, German
Wheelchair Sports Association and Special Olympics
Bavaria, inclusive topics will be conceptualised and implemented together at the stands of the sports federations
and at the Activation Roof. The aim is for people with
and without disabilities to be able to participate in the
hands-on activities. For example, the proposed European Championships sports badge for people with and
without disabilities will be offered at the event in a buddy
format. We are currently planning the Buddy Sport Badge
– one of the twelve participatory projects in the Count &
Last programme – in p
 artnership with disabled sports
federations. In addition to presenting issues of inclusion
at the various stands, an additional stand area dedicated
to the subject of inclusion in sport will be created in order
to promote awareness-raising, among other things.
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FOCUS AREA FIVE: AN OVERVIEW
Objectives

SDGs

 Satisfaction and experience for visitors with disabilities
 High proportion of wheelchair-accessible sports facilities
Integration of disabled sports associations and people with disabilities in organising the event
 Raising awareness about inclusion and accessibility
Packages of measures
Under One Roof working group
Accessible communication
Wheelchair-friendly venues
Long-distance shuttle service
Inclusive services at the most important competitions
Barrier-free ticketing
Volunteer work for people with and without disabilities
Inclusion volunteers
Para competitions as part of the European Rowing and Canoe Sprint Championships
Inclusive hands-on activities
Indicators
Customer satisfaction score
 Proportion of wheelchair accessible sports facilities
 Number of sports associations for people with disabilities and the
number of people with disabilities involved in organising and running the event
Measuring awareness of the issues of inclusion and accessibility among all visitors

Planning status
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LOCAL VALUE CREATION
From a financial point of view, major events such as the
European Championships 2022 are dependent on public
funding. These financial resources for supporting sport
are intended at the same time to promote the region
and the associated positive effects on value creation. In
addition to the short-term direct and indirect economic
impacts of the European Championships Munich 2022
on the turnover of companies involved in the event
in 
Germany, regional value creation, tax revenues,
employment levels or public subsidies and long-term
boosts in value creation can also be achieved.
Financially sustainable activities in the course of
the European Championships also mean, among
other things, that partners and the Munich region in
particular will benefit from the major sporting event.
Our efforts in this sphere are rooted in the intention to
promote the image of the City of Munich in the long
term in terms of tourism marketing and to allow the
region’s art, culture, hotel and restaurant scenes to

benefit economically from the European Championships, for example by h
 aving guests of the European
Championships Munich 2022 return to Munich in
subsequent years to explore the city for tourism and
thereby contribute to local added value. This can be
supported by regularly recurring events (e.g. the f estival
The Roofs).
With respect to the specific goals for the European
Championships Munich 2022, it was stipulated that the
City of Munich should benefit from a positive economic
effect in the long term. The following sections explain in
more detail the individual measures that will be used to
achieve the objectives.
Before describing the measures, it is worth mentioning
at this point that procurement regulations represent a
major challenge with regards to this focus area. In many
areas, Europe-wide tenders are unavoidable and local
preference therefore cannot always be guaranteed.
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FESTIVAL THE ROOFS:
This diversity and surprise-filled festival accompanies
the European Championships with a mix of music, c ulture,
art, food and much more. In its anniversary year of 2022,
the park will become a place to be that offers a lot to
discover for people of all ages. The Roofs does not portray
itself as a place of superlatives, but rather as a place to
experience something special. The f estival is intended to
offer regional actors a platform to showcase themselves
and benefit from the European 
Championships. The
actors are actively integrated into the festival and held
accountable for its success. They have the opportunity to
present themselves to the international audience of the
European Championships throughout the event period.
There are also plans to establish The Roofs as an annual
event in Olympiapark.

© Martin Hangen / Olympiapark München GmbH
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FRIENDS OF THE ROOFS:
Around 80 local actors from the art,
culture and restaurant scenes were

invited to take part in the Friends of The
Roofs initiative. Creative workshops
were used to develop ideas and gather
feedback with the aim of transforming
Olympiapark into a creative playground
with sports, art, music, culture, food and
much more. In addition, a call was sent
out in partnership with MUCBOOK (in
German) for people to apply directly with
a project idea, a musical act, a talent or
a label and become part of the festival
programme.
THE WELCOME ROOF:
In addition to many other theme islands,
a roof will be created on Olympiaberg for
the eleven event days around the theme
of Bavarian culture. Bavarian flair culture
will be experienced through traditional
Bavarian music, art and culinary delights,
which is expected to contribute to
tourism marketing.

FOCUS AREA – ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY

IMAGE CAMPAIGN FOR MUNICH, BAVARIA AND
GERMANY:
In the best-case scenario, the European Championships
Munich 2022 can help to strengthen the image of the
state capital Munich, the Free State of Bavaria and the
Federal Republic of Germany. There is an opportunity to
be hospitable and cosmopolitan, to showcase culture
and places of interest. We are therefore currently
planning a welcome campaign for visitors, athletes

and other guests in cooperation with Munich Tourism.
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Furthermore, Munich will be presented as a tourist
destination to v iewers at home through special footage
and moving images before and during the event. For
example, when choosing the routes for the road races
and when selecting the camera positions, care was taken
to put landmarks in the limelight without distracting from
the sporting action. Another example is the photo series
produced as part of One Year to Go, for which special
places in Munich were highlighted. The resulting photos
were used by various media outlets.
© flohagena.com
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FOCUS AREA SIX: AN OVERVIEW
Objectives

SDGs

 Long-term positive economic impact for the City of Munich
 Involvement and support of the regional art, culture, hotel and restaurant scenes

Packages of measures
Festival The Roofs
Friends of The Roofs
The Welcome Roof
Image campaign for Munich, Bavaria and Germany
Indicators
Customer satisfaction score
 Recommendation rate for Munich as a destination
 Value creation for the city
Proportion of regional artists, restaurateurs and caterers at the event
Proportion of caterers with local and regional food

Planning status

CONCLUSION AND
OUTLOOK

© Jan Saurer
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The spheres of activity relating to sustainability at major
sporting events are many and varied. Specific issues were
prioritised as part of the sustainability management for
the European Championships Munich 2022. This specific
sustainability strategy is intended to ensure the best
possible delivery of the focus areas at the European
Championships 2022 and to set new standards in order
to move towards sustainable large-scale sport event
management. We are aware that there is still a long and
difficult road ahead, but we are optimistic about it.
The Munich 2022 Sustainability Strategy describes
clearly defined focus areas in a transparent manner,
backs them up with suitable indicators and allocates

specific measures. The effectiveness of these measures
will be tested in the follow-up to the event, both to build
on previous successful events and to take on an inspiring
pioneering role. Transparent communication, which
outlines our successes and progress as well as c hallenges
and any setbacks that may arise, plays a crucial role in
this. As Munich 2022’s sustainability m
 anagement can
be seen as an open cyclical process, there is uncertainty
as to whether all our sustainability ambitions can be
achieved. We intend for the European Championships
2022 to incorporate as many ideas, innovations, projects and measures as possible, despite the financial
and personnel challenges, as well as the legal hurdles
and requirements of organised sport. It should also be

noted that a fundamental requirement of the measures
resulting from the sustainability strategy is to guarantee the sporting component of the European Championships. Furthermore, the COVID-19 pandemic may result
in distortions with regards to certain impact mechanisms,
and the situation creates a high degree of uncertainty
with regards to whether the sustainability strategy will
be able to achieve its goals.
Overall, the interim conclusion at this point in time is: “We
are on track!” However, the race is far from over. We have
passed the One Year to Go milestone and the finish line is
in sight. It is now crucial that we pick up the pace for the
finishing straight.
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AN OVERVIEW OF OUR
SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY
Focus Area

1

Reuse of sports
facilities and
equipment

2

Carbon-neutral
transport and
mobility

Objectives
 Use as many existing sports facilities
in Munich and the surrounding area as
possible, as well as a small number of
temporary buildings
 Reuse of materials from temporary
structures and installations
 Long-term subsequent use of sports
equipment
 Reducing carbon emissions by minimising the use of personal transport running
on fossil fuels, increasing the use of local
and long-distance public transport and
promoting non-motorised transport
 Use of low-carbon mobility solutions
 Raising fans’ awareness of the issue of
climate action
 Offsetting event-related travel and
transport activities

*P. = Page; Click to go to the respective page.

Packages of measures

Status

P.* Indicators
 reakdown of training and competition
B
facilities into existing, renovated/
refurbished or temporary buildings and
new buildings

Use of existing training and
competition facilities

17

Assess the suitability of temporary structures and sports
equipment before purchase:

19

Passing on materials and
equipment used in sports
facilities

19

 roportion of facilities and sports
P
equipment in continued use that had
to be purchased

Use of local transport infrastructure and a short-distance
concept for venues

23

 Proportion of low-carbon travel by
category (e.g. walking, cycling, public
transport, etc.)

Encouraging eco-friendly
travel and mobility

Offsetting and support for
carbon offset projects

24

25

 
Proportion of hired facilities and sports
equipment

 
Proportion of shuttle services and buses
with alternative forms of propulsion
 
Thematic education and awareness-raising on event sites for visitors
 
Number of climate contribution made by
the visitors
 Unavoidable, offset carbon emissions

SDGs

11
12

13
17
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Focus Area

3

Waste and
Littering
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Objectives

 Minimum possible total waste
generation
 Minimum possible littering
 High rate of reuse
 Separation by type
 High rate of recycling

Packages of measures

Status

P.* Indicators

SDGs

Design and implementation of a
waste management concept

29

Raising participants’ awareness
of the problem of waste

29

Introduction of a deposit
system

29

Installation of water dispensers

29

11

Introduction of digital alter
natives as paperless solutions

 mount of litter collected per visitor in
A
grams

30

Reuse rate after the event

13

Resource-efficient
policies regarding uniforms and
merchandising

Waste sorting quota

17

30

Reduction of the waste disposal
factor with regard to deco
rations, give-aways, advertising
banners, leftover food, etc.

30

Amount of waste in grams per visitor

Recycling rate

12
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Focus Area

4

Impact on
grassroots and
professional
sport

5

Inclusion and
accessibility

56

Objectives
 Inspire visitors to take up sports
activities
 Promote membership of local and
regional sports clubs
 Involve national and regional sports
federations in the
organisation and running of the event.
 Satisfaction and experience for visitors
with disabilities

 
Satisfaction and experience for visitors
with disabilities
 High proportion of wheelchair-accessible
sports facilities
 Integration of disabled sports
associations and people with
disabilities in organising the event
 Raising awareness about inclusion and
accessibility

Packages of measures

Status

P.* Indicators

Project with top athletes –
Class of 22

35

Project with children and young
people – Future Class of 22

 Proportion of visitors who take part in
hands-on activities across the eleven
days

35

 
Number of people inspired to take up a
sport and projects started for this cause

Hands-on activities and sports
competitions

36

 
Changes in membership figures in sports
clubs

Integration of sports
federations

36

 
Proportion of federations involved in the
planning, organisation and running of the
event

Under One Roof working group

40

Accessible communication

40

Wheelchair-friendly venues

40

Long-distance shuttle service

40

Inclusive services at the most
important competitions

41

Barrier-free ticketing

41

Volunteer work for people with
and without disabilities

41

Inclusion volunteers

41

Para competitions as part of
the European Rowing and
Canoe Sprint Championships

42

Inclusive hands-on activities

42

SDGs

3
17

Customer satisfaction score
 
Proportion of wheelchair accessible
sports facilities
 
Number of sports associations for
people with disabilities and the number
of people with disabilities involved in
organising and running the event
 easuring awareness of the issues of
M
inclusion and accessibility among all
visitors

3
10
17
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Focus Area

6

Local value
creation
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Objectives

Packages of measures

Status

P.* Indicators

Festival The Roofs

47

 Long-term positive economic impact for
the City of Munich

Friends of The Roofs

48

 Involvement and support of the regional
art, culture, hotel and restaurant scenes

The Welcome Roof

48

Image campaign for Munich,
Bavaria and Germany

49

Customer satisfaction score
 Recommendation rate for Munich as a
destination
 Value creation for the city
 Proportion of regional artists,
restaurateurs and caterers at the event
 Proportion of caterers with local and
regional food

SDGs

8
9
17
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